
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 
 
THIRD PARTY COMPENSATION  
 
STUDY UNIT 1 
 
1. What is the field of application, and what are the underlying common law  

principles of the law of third party compensation? 
 
When a person claims for injury to himself or the death of a 
breadwinner, caused by an unlawfully and negligently driven motor 
vehicle, such a claim is referred to as a third party claim. 
 
The law of third party compensation is applied through the 
provisions of the Road Accident Fund 56 of 1996 and the underlying 
common law principles fundamental to the Act.   
 
The law of delict is the underlying common law basis of the Act.  In 
terms of the Act, claims are based on the recovery of damage and 
prejudice to certain rights of personality caused by the negligent and 
unlawful acts of a driver, owner of a motor vehicle or their employee, 
resulting in the injury of a person or the injury or death of a 
breadwinner of dependants. 
 
The Act requires a claimant to prove all the elements of a delict 
which are contained in and partially codified by the provisions of the 
Act – that is conduct, unlawfulness, fault causality and damage. 

 
2. Briefly set out the objective or aim of the RAF Act of 1996 (and its 

predecessors).  Also, briefly refer to case law that confirms these 
objectives. 

 
The MMF Act of 1989 contains no clear and separate statement of 
object.  The preamble of the Act states that the Act is promulgated 
for the establishment of a Motor Vehicle Accident Fund; and to 
provide for matters concerning motor vehicle accidents. 
 
Section 3 of the RAF Act of 1996 states the object of the RAF as 
follows as being "the payment of compensation in accordance with 
Act for loss or damage wrongfully caused by the driving of motor 
vehicles". 
 
The objects of the MMF Act and the RAF Act are essentially identical.  
It is clear that the MMF Act existed, and currently the RAF Act of 
1996 exists, for the exclusive benefit and protection of the victim and 



not for the benefit or protection of the negligent and/or unlawfully 
acting driver or owner of a vehicle.   
 
   
 
 

 
 

 


